DAY SESSION ELECTIONS
OCTOBER 13, 1970

The elections for day session representatives will be held in the 11 A.M. classes on Tuesday, October 13. Students who do not have classes during this time should report to the Marble Lounge at 10 A.M. on October 13 for instructions.

Petitions for all positions are still being accepted. Petitions may be picked up at the Student Center lobby desk. In this issue of TICKER, the platforms received from candidates thus far are printed. Endorsements from organizations will appear next Monday.

Students are reminded that a 30 percent vote in order for students to remain in control of their activities fees and governance.

Eric Glade, Executive Vice-President of Student Council is in charge of the elections. Mr. Glade is a member of the Society of Koromante and LaRapport Leaders Society.

NEW Dean for Students

The Board of Higher Education tonight announced the appointment of 35-year-old Joseph Meng to the newly created post of University Dean for Student Affairs. In commending on the dual action, Board Chairman Frederick Burkhardt stated, "The Board of Higher Education has long felt that the need for a university-level post in the area of student affairs. We feel that Mr. Meng, the platforms received from the Marble Lounge at 10 A.M. on October 13 for instructions.

Petitions for all positions are still being accepted. Petitions may be picked up at the Student Center lobby desk. In this issue of TICKER, the platforms received from candidates thus far are printed. Endorsements from organizations will appear next Monday.

Students are reminded that a 30 percent vote in order for students to remain in control of their activities fees and governance.

Eric Glade, Executive Vice-President of Student Council is in charge of the elections. Mr. Glade is a member of the Society of Koromante and LaRapport Leaders Society.

CUNY's new dean for student affairs will be responsible for the Office of Admissions which oversees counseling and recruitment of all students entering the University, and for the University's Office of Student Financial Aid, which is currently administering over $15 million in student grants and loans. The new University Office for Student Affairs will also provide assistance to the deans of students and the registrars at CUNY's 18 colleges.

Dean Meng received his bachelor's degree from Columbia University in 1964. He received his LL.B. from Columbia University School of Law in 1967. While at Columbia he worked as a grants administrator for the $1 million research program in the department of biological sciences. While a faculty member at the school of the Catholic University of Puerto Rico at Ponce, he was appointed assistant to the president. In 1962 to present he has been executive assistant to CUNY Chancellor Albert H. Bowker.

Dean Meng resides in Manhattan with his wife, the former Nancy Chestester, and his two children, John and Ann.

What Elevator Service Was That?

Amidst the Monday morning (and afternoon) pandemonium in the lobby of the Baruch Community, Bertha Rosner, Dean of Administration, is there to make sure that any request is met by an appropriate response by the janers (i.e. an administrative presence).

We did ask him how the elevator service might be improved. He said that he didn't know. Standing with the janers was Bertha Newhouse, Secretary for the Accountancy Department. Although Prof. Newhouse did not participate in the strike last spring, she did say at that time that the students could do their thing if she could do her thing, i.e. give tests.

We asked Bertha if she could go along with a strike for the elevator service. Although she did not indicate to us that she would strike, she did say that something should be done.

She then told us that she had been traveling the elevators for the past few minutes in order to get to the fifth floor from the thirteenth floor. Prof. Newhouse had to walk up from the thirteenth floor to the fourteenth floor, take a car down to the lobby, take a car to the eighth floor and walk down. Is this a way to prevent students from acquiring classroom space.

Dean Rosner has asked us to notify the Baruch community that all suggestions for the improvement of elevator service will be considered by the janers at his office on the fourth floor of the 24 Street building.

And please don't sit down in the lobby when the elevator service is strike!!! STRIKE has been called!!!!
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DAY SESSION ELECTIONS

OCTOBER 13, 1970
IN 11 A.M. CLASSES
AND
MARBLE LOUNGE

STUDENT AIDS ARE NEEDED. IF YOU CAN HELP,
REPORT TO MARBLE LOUNGE AT 10 A.M.
OCT. 13. FOR INFORMATION CONTACT
ERIC GLAUDE IN 307F SC AT 1 P.M. DAILY.
ELECTIONS

Students are needed to help with the election. Students interested in volunteering should stop by the Student Center, any day at any time.

JUDO

Any Republican faculty or student who is interested in forming a faculty-student team is asked to sign up in room 307F, Student Center.

PLAY

The speech department, with students of the English Department, is now preparing for its 9th annual play, which will be directed by Miss Honey, an actress and three actors. Also required for the play are three assistants to help in publicity work, such as posters and programs, and box office work.

LAW SOCIETY

The Law Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.

HISTORY

Get yourself together into the relevant three-year old classes to hear the first three seminars on the past three-hour seminar. Refreshments will be served.

PLAY

Auditions for A Taste of Honey will be held from 12-2 P.M. on October 5, in room 408, Student Center. Students are encouraged to come and bring their resumes. The director will be Miss Honey.

The Law Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.

LAW SOCIETY

The Law Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.

EDUCATION MAJORS

Students may not take the Western English exam again. It will be given at 9 A.M. on Friday, October 4, in room 408, Student Center.

PLAY

Auditions for A Taste of Honey will be held from 12-2 P.M. on October 5, in room 408, Student Center. Students are encouraged to come and bring their resumes. The director will be Miss Honey.

The Law Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.

LAW SOCIETY

The Law Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

Accounting Society officers are calling for nominations for candidates and members in the following officers: Secretary, President, Treasurer, and Dean. Nominations must be given to the Accounting Society office, 307F, Student Center, before 2 P.M. on Wednesday, October 23.

FINISH UP

Set yourself up in the right place at the right time.

GETTING SUED

Once were the $600 got me over for the Graduate School, I'll be back for more. I'll be there at 10 A.M. on Monday, October 21.

NEW MAN CLUB

There will be a general meeting of the Newman Club on Tuesday, October 15, at 7 P.M. All members must attend this general meeting.

ADV

The ALSA Dance Society will sponsor a Law School Information Forum on Wednesday, October 17, in the Student Center.
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DEAR AUNT EVA

It has been a long time since I have written to you. I am now in college and life has been quite different from what it was before. I have made many new friends and have become more independent. I have also become more aware of the issues that affect our society.

The most important event in my life so far has been the induction of the Vietnam War. I understand that some of my classmates are opposed to it, but I am not sure what my position should be. I know that it is a complex issue and that there are many different perspectives.

I am also concerned about the recent developments in the Middle East. I have been following the news closely and have seen that there have been many conflicts and tensions. It is important that we work towards peace and stability in this region.

Overall, life in college has been exciting and challenging. I am learning a lot and am enjoying the experience. I hope that you are doing well and that you are able to stay in touch.

Yours truly,

Bernard of Baruch

Bernard Smith

DEAR AUNT EVA

You are 80 years old and a junior at Baruch in the computer science class. He is your computer science student in the class.

I am writing to you in order to provide some additional information about the events that we have been discussing in class.

The primary event that we have been discussing is the induction order for the Vietnam War. I understand that you are opposed to this order, but I am not sure what my position should be. I know that it is a complex issue and that there are many different perspectives.

I am also concerned about the recent developments in the Middle East. I have been following the news closely and have seen that there have been many conflicts and tensions. It is important that we work towards peace and stability in this region.

Overall, life in college has been exciting and challenging. I am learning a lot and am enjoying the experience. I hope that you are doing well and that you are able to stay in touch.

Yours truly,

Bernard of Baruch

Bernard Smith

DEAR AUNT EVA

Eva is one of your best friends. She is also your computer science student in the class.

I am writing to you in order to provide some additional information about the events that we have been discussing in class.

The primary event that we have been discussing is the induction order for the Vietnam War. I understand that you are opposed to this order, but I am not sure what my position should be. I know that it is a complex issue and that there are many different perspectives.

I am also concerned about the recent developments in the Middle East. I have been following the news closely and have seen that there have been many conflicts and tensions. It is important that we work towards peace and stability in this region.

Overall, life in college has been exciting and challenging. I am learning a lot and am enjoying the experience. I hope that you are doing well and that you are able to stay in touch.

Yours truly,

Bernard of Baruch

Bernard Smith
Baby, its alright now. 8:30 late on Saturday night that my Sunday morning. I just brought my body home. I’m super tired. And this was super sweet. At 3 I like when I break out the headphones and get Steve Post at WHAT to induce me to gentle sleep. Baby, its alright now.

Tonight, too tired to sleep. So I try out that trippy trendy new single from “Fleetwood Mac.” It is. After all number one in England and they should have. “Ito Allight Baby.”

The opening chords, cowbells?? and holy Hookytonk women! More funk in the first four chords than in four albums by Grand Funk! More power... than a sorority queen! All this is more or a single (stereo yet) from A&M Records (1206). The lead singer sounds real cute, chickies; he does cute little grunts and exclamatory sighs, sexy growls and sensual cries. On the chore her even sings, trying their best to sound like the high school band in the garage on the other. The lyrics are fiercer than fraternity lines, brothers: there she stood on the street smiling’ from her head to her feet, I said Hey what’s your name, BABY? Maybe we could see things the same... (and later finally)

I took her home to my place watchin’ every move on her face. She said LOOK, WHAT’S YOUR GAME, (BABY) ... Are you tryin’ to put me in SHAME?? Yes this has ever happened to you?

Can you stand it? They sound like the band in the bar but this record has everything good for The musician he is the rhythm is incredible. The chord structure simple but the single most interpretive; its Alright NoW

You can dance to it, not fall asleep from it, review the facts. Its Alright NoW

Most of these are happy qualities, you’ll be so kind to notice. Its Alright NoW

Baby, its alright now.

There’s a handsome poster hanging in my room, a gift from the goodly and generous friends at Warner Bros. Records. It’s shiny silver grey like the Fillmore, and avoid letters a foot. It proclaims two mighty four letter words; JIM! and just below Jimi, OTIS. There was a time when only one was but now sadly enough they’ve

It provides me small solace that both Jimi Hendrix and Mr. Otis Redding lived and lived well. "Jimi’s life may have been a carnival" suggested his manager Mike Jeffrey, while Otis’s might have been a "soul crusade. In my eyes, ears and heart, both lived full lives.

Jimi’s life may have been a carnival, his major exposure to the market of rich white hippies, and he is overcome by their sudden and total acceptance of himself and his music. He rejects warmly, humbly, openly: ‘This is the love crowd, right? We all love each other’! Into ‘I’ve been loving you too long to stop now.’ He has the. This side is all the sensitivity training you’ll ever need. It is a comforting thing to posess, like a favorite workshirt, or a Canadian flag, or (if we can stretch the meaning of posess,) someone to love.

On the other hand, Jimi is being eulogized right on. He was the man who overdid everything, but did it so well. Monterey for Jimi was the american springboard. His success in England was soaring; but here he is. After all number one in England and they should have.

His major exposure to the market of rich white hippies, and he is overcome by their sudden and total acceptance of himself and his music. He reject warmly, humbly, openly: ‘This is the love crowd, right? We all love each other’! Into ‘I’ve been loving you too long to stop now.’ He has the. This side is all the sensitivity training you’ll ever need. It is a comforting thing to posess, like a favorite workshirt, or a Canadian flag, or (if we can stretch the meaning of posess,) someone to love.

The audience was most receptive that night, no bad vibes could be found after six hours of music and one hour of jam. But in the rear of the theatre I espied upon leaving a brother bum with an album in hand that had only I recognized. Trouble ahead for our critic.

That’s the new ‘Andy Pratt LP’? I questioned-asked the freak. "How is it?" the critic questioned continued. "The Andy Pratt LP is called ‘Records are Like Life’ on Polydor (24-4692). It is in the Crosby, Stills, and Acoustic style with guitar, often piano, and unique restrained percussion. Upbeat thoughts and sentiments found it tasteful and growing more pleasing.

As Jimi died between deadlines, I first thought helpless and saddened, that we could all get back to the garden of 1967. Try to recapture in some small respect, the innocent joy of St. Pepper, Vietnam Sum- mer, Hasbrouck, and the Jimi Hendrix of one side of Reprise 2028. Why not read this article again, listen to the album both sides now, and throw away your costume. If you can’t do it for yourself, do it for Jimi. It’s not too late for you. Can you see me?

Glenn and I will be preparing a printed visual review of what went down at the NET-Fillmore East concert taped on September 23. A most pleasing musical evening, ending with a surprise jam between two blues giants, one of them a King: As soon as the words and pictures fit, we’ll share them with you.

The audience was most receptive that night, no bad vibes could be found after six hours of music and one hour of jam. But in the rear of the theatre I espied upon leaving a brother bum with an album in hand that had only I recognized. Trouble ahead for our critic.

That’s the new ‘Andy Pratt LP’? I questioned-asked the freak. "How is it?" the critic questioned continued. "The Andy Pratt LP is called ‘Records are Like Life’ on Polydor (24-4692). It is in the Crosby, Stills, and Acoustic style with guitar, often piano, and unique restrained percussion. Upbeat thoughts and sentiments found it tasteful and growing more pleasing.

The above story is somewhat true, any resemblance to persons alive, dead, or dying is coincidental and a bizarre result of knowing Jerry Schneiderman. It has if it hasn’t turned to a quality new LP, its done quite well. If it hasn’t, please try the new LP by Cut the Polycord, perhaps. “Albion Doo-WAH.” This record does everything except play bass, but - without meeting the artist at the Fillmore, it, too, can be found among the records of the Polydor label, who put a little white in the center of their product, for the Polydor label does not sell in the U.S. (You can’t have it.) (Polydor 24-4692). It was to the city and sidewalks and cement; this little cat Mom LP is to the country. There’s more than one country fiddle here, and the history of merica’s other pastime, not wine swapping, not killing: ‘Strike a Match and make a sound’ is musial feeling, is captured on the inside photograph that this is a photo, there’s the kids, their ladies, their axes, their dogs all laid out afront a funky country cabin. What goes on inside the cabin is what goes on inside the album. (Polydor 24-4692)

Photographed at the Fillmore East by Glenn Hefferman

Mr. Albert King and Mr. Ewin Bishop played the blues after six hours of music at the Fillmore. But that’s not all that happened. Read about it hear, soon. Perhaps next week.

The bad-beard part. This character bore in hand not only the Andy Pratt platter, but also a tape of the Andy Pratt on the cover. As he discovered that I was beginning to discover this, he began to ask me questions. I had happened once before, with a Mr. Roger-Jim McGuinn but that’s a different story. This guy told me obnoxiously how good the album was, how he knew Andy Pratt’s drummer (laughter from his friends, probably the drummer himself,) and how Mr. Andy Pratt himself was here tonight in the very same Fillmore on the very same side of the stage as myself. I composed myself. If this kid knew much more he’d help me with a minute and a half review ("Go call Polydor!") was the answer. (The Andy Pratt LP is new, and the real Mr. Pratt was upon my door for information.

The next day I was sure my antagonist was the real Mr. Pratt, who was wearing Kenny Rogers glasses when I saw him. This was underscored by drawing Kenny Rogers sunglasses upon the picture of Andy Pratt on the back of the Andy Pratt LP. Thus relieved, I listened to the album again.

The above story is somewhat true, any resemblance to persons alive, dead, or dying is coincidental and a bizarre result of knowing Jerry Schneiderman. It has if it hasn’t turned to a quality new LP, its done quite well. If it hasn’t, please try the new LP by Cut the Polycord, perhaps. “Albion Doo-WAH.” This record does everything except play bass, but - without meeting the artist at the Fillmore, it, too, can be found among the records of the Polydor label, who put a little white in the center of their product, for the Polydor label does not sell in the U.S. (You can’t have it.) (Polydor 24-4692). It was to the city and sidewalks and cement; this little cat Mom LP is to the country. There’s more than one country fiddle here, and the history of merica’s other pastime, not wine swapping, not killing: ‘Strike a Match and make a sound’ is musial feeling, is captured on the inside photograph that this is a photo, there’s the kids, their ladies, their axes, their dogs all laid out afront a funky country cabin. What goes on inside the cabin is what goes on inside the album. (Polydor 24-4692)